SEPTEMBER - WELCOME 😊

I. - II. week
- daily program
- rules in our preschool
- we have new friends in our class

III. - IV. week
- what is my full name, where I live
- we discover the neighborhood
- how we should behave in the shop, post office, restaurant etc.
OCOTBER - HALLOWEEN

I. - II. week
- our country
- our neighbors / differences
- work with the atlas / map

III. - IV. week
- Halloween – decoration, songs
- making costumes
- carving pumpkins

Program: CARNIVAL
NOVEMBER - SEASON

I. - II. week
- Spring - Summer - Autumn - Winter
- day - week - month - year
- colors / shapes

III. - IV. week
- how many animals do you know / numbers – count
- animals prepare for winter

Program: LET´S FLY WITH THE KITES
DECEMBER - CHRISTMAS

I. - II. week
- rhymes / songs for St. Nicholas
- Christmas traditions / habits
- letter for Christ Child / Santa Claus

III. - IV. week
- decoration / Christmas tree
- Christmas carols / stories
- we decorate gingerbread

Program: CHRISTMAS PARTY
I. - II. week
- Winter sports
- Winter revelry
- pitfalls of Winter

III. - IV. week
- Winter and its appearance
- animals in the Winter and help from people
- Masopust / carnival and weather saying
FEBRUARY – WORLD OF FAIRY TALES

I. - II. week
- we read fairy tales - character of characters
- good triumphs over evil
- my favourite book for good night

III. - IV. week
- tale - we listen / we say what we heard
- imagination – we tell own tales

Program: CARNIVAL
MARCH – SPRING IS COMING

I. - II. week
- flowers – from seed to flower
- flowers need sun and water
- animals – new life

III. - IV. week
- Easter – decoration, traditions
- What hides bunny in a basket?

Program: EASTER WORKSHOP
I. - II. week
- fire - water - earth - air
- we recognize continents / nationality

III. - IV. week
- recycling (paper, glass, plastic...)
- How to use already used stuff?
MAY – MY FAMILY

I. - II. week
- members of my family
- home sweet home
- How looks my room?

III. - IV. week
- my body – how to take care of myself
- healthy regimen / favourite food
- healthy / unhealthy food
I. - II. week
- we celebrate Children’s day
- leisure time
- What we do in the Summer?

III. - IV. week
- transport
- the road is not a playground
- traffic signs

Program: SUMMER PARTY